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Determination of Monosodium Glutamate Content in 
Different Brands of Chicken Seasoning Powder 

 
Addition of monosodium glutamate (MSG) or other seasoning powders 
to the food and curries has become a part of cooking practice in every 
household as well as in the food shops in Myanmar.  
High consumption of MSG (> the largest palatable range 60 mg/kg) has 
been known to cause Chinese Restaurant Syndrome, neurotoxicity in 
brain, obesity and metabolic defects like hypertension and diabetes 
mellitus.  
Given these potential side effects of MSG, this study aimed to find out 
the presence of MSG in different brands of chicken seasoning powders 
available in the markets.  
Three different brands of chicken seasoning powders commonly used 
and marketed in Myanmar were purchased at the supermarket and coded 
into A, B and C, respectively.  
The qualitative detection of MSG in each sample was done by Thin 
Layer Chromatography (TLC). TLC was performed on aluminium-
backed silica gel 60 GF254 TLC plates used as stationary phase and a 
mixture of methanol–chloroform–formic acid (5:5:1) as mobile phase. 
The quantitative measurement of MSG concentration in each sample was 
done by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC).  
The samples were analyzed by HPLC method after deionized water 
extraction, using reversed phase C18 column, mobile phase was 
consisted of methanol: deionized water (60:40 v/v) followed by UV 
detection at 254 nm.  
The results revealed that all samples contained MSG indicated by using 
reference standard in TLC.  
The result by TLC was quantitatively confirmed by HPLC where mean 
MSG contents in samples A, B and C were 40.10%±0.79, 46.22%±0.04 
and 62.88%±0.57, respectively.  
In this study, the commonly used chicken seasoning powders contained 
a large amount of MSG in the range of 400-630 g/kg (exceed the limit of 
10 g/kg of food product).  
To prevent health related consequences of MSG consumption, people 
should aware of high MSG contents in chicken seasoning powders. 
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အခ မနအစ ထ  ကကသ ဟင ခတ အရသ မန မ တင 
Monosodium Glutamate အခ မန ပဝငမပမ ဏအ တင တ လလ ခင  

 

အခ မန (Monosodium glutamate) မ (သမဟတ) အခ  
ဟင ခတအရသ မန မ က အစ အစ မ င ဟင မ တင 
ထညသင ခကခင သည မနမ ငငတင အမတင သ မက 
စ သ ကဆငမ တငပ ခကပတမ အ လအထဖစလ  
သည။ ယခ လလ ခင ၏ ရညရယခကသည အခ မန ၏ 
ဆ က မ ကသရပ  မနမ ငငတင ရ င ခ န သ  ကက 
သ ဟင ခတအရသ မန မ တင အခ မန ပ ဝငမ ရ/ မရ 
အ  စ ငကည လလ ရနအတကဖစသည။ 

မနမ ငငတင ရ င ခ န သ  ကကသ ဟင ခတမန မ  
ထမ အမ အစ  (၃) မ က ကပန နည လမ ဖင စ ဆ င  
ခသည။ ၎င  (၃) မ က အမ အစ  A, B င C ဟ၍ သ က 
တစနစပလပမတသ ခသည။ ၎င အမ အစ မ တင အခ  
မန (Monosodium glutamate)ပ ဝငမရ/ မရက Thin Layer  
Chromatography (TLC) နည လမ ဖငစစ ဆ ခသည။ ၎င  
နည လမတင အလမနယမ န ကဘက၌ စလက သတထ  
သ အပ က အငမအဆငအဖစလည က င  မကသ န ၊ 
ကလ ဖ င ၊ ဖ မစအကစစ (၅:၅:၁) တက ရ လ မအဆင 
အဖစလည က င အသ ပ ခသည။ အမ အစ တစမ စတင 
Monosodium glutamate ပ ဝငမပမ ဏအတအကက High 
Performance  Liquid  Chromatography (HPLC) နည   

လမ ဖငတင တ ခသည။  

၎င နည လမ တင (Monosodium glutamate) က စစထတ 
ရ ၌ ရဖငထတယခပ  ရ လ မအဆငတင မကသ န င 
ရ (၆၀:၄၀) အသ ပ၍ အငမအဆငတင C18 column က 
အသ ပခသည။ စစ ဆ ရ တင ခရမ လန ရ ငခည (254 nm) 
ကအသ ပ ခသည။ ရရလ သ  ရလဒမ အရ အခ မနအစ  
ထ ကကသ ဟင ခတမန မ တင (Monosodium glutamate) 
ပ ဝင က င က စပထ သ  အခ မန င င ယ ၍ တ ရခ 
ရသည။ အခ မနပ ဝငမပမ ဏအ နဖင အမ အစ  A တင 
၄၀.၁၀ ရ ခင န  ±၀.၇၉၊ အမ အစ  B တင ၄၆.၂၂ ရ ခင 
န  ±၀.၀၄ ငအမ အစ  C တင ၆၂.၈၈ ရ ခင န  ±၀.၅၇ 
အသ သ ရ က င တ ရသည။ 
ယခ လလ မအရ ကကသ ဟင ခတအမန (၃) မ လ တင 
အခ မန (Monosodium glutamate) ပ ဝငမပမ ဏမ  
ပ က င တ ခရသည။ ထ က င အခ မန အစ ထ ကက 
သ မနသ စသမ အ နဖင ကကသ မန မ တင အခ မန 
မ ပ စ ပ ဝင နသညကသတပသငပသည။ 

Reference: Nyein Chan Aung, Moe Kyaw Thu, Aung Win 
Htun, et al. The 45th Myanmar Health Research Congress 
Programme & Abstracts: 106.(Third Prize for Poster) 

Molecular Surveillance of Artemisinin Resistance Falciparum Malaria  
among Migrant Goldmine Workers in Myanmar 

 
Artemisinin resistance has been reported in Greater 
Mekong Sub-region countries, including Myanmar. 
After discovery of artemisinin resistance marker (K13), 
molecular surveillance on artemisinin resistance in 
endemic regions have been conducted. As the migrant 
population represents a high percentage of malaria 
cases, molecular surveillance of artemisinin resistance 
among migrant workers is of great concern. 

A cross-sectional survey was conducted in Shwegyin 
Township, where migrants work in the goldmines. 
Blood samples were collected from uncomplicated 
Plasmodium falciparum-infected migrant workers 
by active and passive cases screening with rapid 
diagnostic testing (RDT) and microscopy. Amplifica- 
tion and sequence analysis of artemisinin resistance 
molecular markers, such as K13,  pfarps10, pffd, 
pfmdr2, pfmrp1, pfrad5, and  pfcnbp were carried out 
and pfmdr1 copy number analysis was conducted by 
real-time PCR. Among the 100 falciparum - infected 
patients, most were males (90%), of working age (20–
40 years) with median parasite density of 11,166 
parasites/µl (range 270-110,472 parasites/µl). Arte-
misinin resistance molecular marker, K13 mutations 

were detected in (21/100, 21.0%) in which composed of 
a validated marker, C580Y (9/21, 42.9%) and candi-
date markers such as P574L (5/21, 23.8%), P667T 
(5/21, 23.8%) and M476I (2/21, 9.5%). 

Underlying genetic markers predisposing to become 
K13 mutants were found as V127M of pfarps10 (41/ 
100, 41.0%), D153Y of pffd (64/100, 64.0%), T484I of  
pfmdr2 (58/100, 58.0%) and F1390I of pfmrp1 (24/100, 
24.0%). The pfmdr1 copy number analysis revealed 
six copy numbers (1/100, 1.0%), three (2/100, 2.0%), 
two (8/100, 8.0%) and only one copy number (89/100, 
89.0%). Only one sample showed both K13 mutation 
(P667T) and multiple copy number of pfmdr1. 

High mutant rate of artemisinin resistance markers and 
relatively high pfmdr1 copy number among isolates 
collected from migrant goldmine workers alert the 
importance of containment measures among this 
target population. Clinical and molecular surveillance 
of artemisinin resistance among migrants should be 
scaled up. 

Reference: Myat  Htut  Nyunt, Bo Wang,  Khin Myo Aye, et al. 
Malaria Journal 2017,16:97. 
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Natural Compound Coupled with Specific Gut Microbes may Prevent Severe Flu 
 

Mouse Study Reveals How Gut Microbes Fight 
Influenza.  
Microbes that live in the gut don't just digest food. 
They also have far-reaching effects on the immune 
system. Now, a new study shows that a particular gut 
microbe can prevent severe flu infections in mice, likely 
by breaking down naturally occurring compounds-
called flavonoids-commonly found in foods such as 
black tea, red wine and blueberries. The research, 
conducted in mice by scientists, also indicates that 
this strategy is effective in staving off severe damage 
from flu when the interaction occurs prior to infection 
with the influenza virus. This work also could help 
explain the wide variation in human responses to 
influenza infection. 

For years, flavonoids have been thought to have 
protective properties that help regulate the immune 
system to fight infections. Flavonoids are common 
in our diets, so an important implication of our study 
is that it's possible flavonoids work with gut microbes 
to protect us from flu and other viral infections. 
Influenza-characterized by fever, cough and body 
aches-is a common and sometimes deadly viral 
infection of the upper respiratory tract. Older adults, 
pregnant women, young children and people with 
chronic health problems such as asthma and heart 
disease are most prone to serious flu complications. 
Since 2004, an average of 113 children have died from 
influenza in the U.S. each year, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Around 
the world, the World Health Organization estimates 
there are 250,000 to 500,000 flu-related deaths annually. 

Previous evidence suggests that the gut microbiome 
may be important in protecting against severe 
influenza infections, so in this study, the researchers 
aimed to identify just what gut microbes might 
provide that protection. In addition, for years, nutri- 
tionists have explored potential health benefits linked 
to foods loaded with flavonoids. It's not only having a 
diet rich in flavonoids, our results show you also need 
the right microbes in the intestine to use those 
flavonoids to control the immune response. We were 

able to identify at least one type of bacteria that 
uses these dietary compounds to boost interferon, a 
signaling molecule that aids the immune response. 
This prevented influenza-related lung damage in the 
mice. It is this kind of damage that often causes 
significant complications such as pneumonia in 
people. As part of the study, the researchers screened 
human gut microbes looking for one that metabolized 
flavonoids. They identified one such microbe that 
they suspected might protect against flu damage. The 
microbe, called Clostridium orbiscindens, degrades 
flavonoids to produce a metabolite that enhances inter- 
feron signaling. The metabolite is called desamino- 
tyrosine, otherwise known as DAT. When we gave 
DAT to mice and then infected them with influenza, 
the mice experienced far less lung damage than mice 
not treated with DAT. Interestingly, although the lungs 
of DAT-treated mice didn't have as much flu damage, 
their levels of viral infection were identical to those in 
mice that didn't get the treatment. 

The infections were basically the same. The microbes 
and DAT didn't prevent the flu infection itself; the 
mice still had the virus. But the DAT kept the immune 
system from harming the lung tissue. That's important 
because annual flu vaccines aren't always effective at 
preventing infections. But with DAT, it may be possible 
to keep people from getting quite as sick if they do 
become infected. This strategy doesn't target the virus. 
Instead, it targets the immune response to the virus. 
That could be valuable because there are challenges 
with therapies and vaccines that target the virus due to 
changes in the influenza virus that occur over time. 

Next steps include identifying other gut microbes that 
also may use flavonoids to influence the immune 
system, as well as exploring ways to boost the levels 
of those bacteria in people whose intestines aren't 
adequately colonized with those microbes. As those 
future studies are planned, the researchers said it 
might not be a bad idea to drink black tea and eat foods 
rich in flavonoids before the next flu season begins. 
Source: http://www.medicalnewstoday.com. 
Contributed by Virology Research Division 

Genetic Risk Factors for Developing Autism Spectrum Disorder 
 

Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) 
researchers just published results from a study focused 
on identifying and characterizing low-lying autism 
spectrum disorder genetic mutations that may have 
been missed in previous research, given these 
mutations are only present in a fraction of the bulk 
DNA of an individual. The scientists compared 

genetic sequencing data from the Simons Simplex 
Collection and determined that approximately 11% of 
previously reported postzygotic mosaic mutations 
(PMMs) affecting a single DNA base, which was 
thought to have been present at the time of human 
conception, actually show evidence of the mutation 
occurring during the development process. "This initial 
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finding told us that, generally, these mosaic mutat-
ions are much more common than previously 
believed. We thought this might be the tip of a 
genetic iceberg waiting to be explored," said the 
study's principal investigator Brian O'Roak, Ph.D., an 
Assistant Professor of Molecular and Medical 
Genetics in the OHSU School of Medicine. To check 
this possibility, researchers developed a custom 
approach to identify the low-level mutations and 
validate that they were real. By doing this, they found 
that the rate of PMMs increased to 22% of the new 
mutations present in children. 
By comparing the rates of PMMs that result in 
different predicted effects on the genome in affected 
children and their unaffected siblings, the scientists 
were lead to finding "silent" mosaic mutations. These 
mutations were enriched in the affected children, 
contributing risk to approximately 2% of the individuals 
with autism in this cohort. These types of mutation 
were thought to be neutral, but the team found that 
actually, they might be altering genetic messages. The 
study also found evidence that mosaic mutations that 
alter the protein code of genes essential for develop- 
ment, or genes that resist mutations, are enriched in 
individuals with autism and added a 1 to 2% risk. 
Many of the PMMs occurred in some of the most 
highly validated autism risk genes identified to date, 
which suggested that these mutations are contributing 
 

to autism genetic risk. Due to this, the research team 
believes that overall, mosaic mutations may contri- 
bute to autism risk in 3 to 4% of this cohort. 

By leveraging the unique family design of the Simons 
Simplex Collection cohort, O'Roak's team analyzed 
the parents' genomes and discovered that 6.8% of the 
supposedly "new" mutations present in children at 
conception could actually be traced back to a PMM that 
occurred early in the development of their parent. 
These mutations were generally present in 20 to 75% 
of the parents' blood cells, providing indirect evidence 
that many of the PMMs occurring in children did, in 
fact, happen very early during development and that 
they likely contribute mosaicism across the body, 
including in the brain. 

"In addition to a need for broader research focused on 
the role that mosaicism plays in autism and related 
disorders, our data argue that physicians should be 
requiring more sensitive testing of both children and 
parents, when a new disorder-related genetic mutation 
is identified," O'Roak said. "These mutation[s] can go 
from being in a few percent of the cells of a parent to 
100% of the cells of a child. If present, at even low 
levels in the parents, the risk of additional children 
receiving this mutation is dramatically increased." 

Source: http://www.biocompare.com. 
Contributed by Biochemistry Research Division 

Antibiotic Resistance Linked to Common Household Disinfectant Triclosan 
 

Scientists from the University of Birmingham and 
Norwich Research Park have discovered a link 
between a major mechanism of antibiotic resistance 
and resistance to the disinfectant triclosan which is 
commonly found in domestic products. Researchers 
made the unexpected finding that bacteria that 
mutated to become resistant to quinolone antibiotics 
also became more resistant to triclosan. 
The scientists showed that the quinolone - resistance 
mutation altered the way of bacteria package and their 
DNA inside a cell. These mutants had also turned on 
various self-defence mechanisms -- together these 
gave triclosan resistance. Quinolone antibiotics are an 
important and powerful group of human medicines, 
and this new discovery raises concerns that the use of 
triclosan can give antimicrobial resistance. 
The research, carried out at the Institute of Microbio-  
logy and Infection at the University of Birmingham 
in collaboration with The Quadram Institute and 
John Innes Centre based at Norwich Research Park. 
Corresponding author Dr Mark Webber, from the 
Quadram Institute and Honorary Senior Lecturer at 
the University of Birmingham, said: "We think that 
bacteria are tricked into thinking they are always 
under attack and are then primed to deal with other 
threats including  triclosan. The worry is that this might 

happen in reverse and triclosan exposure might 
encourage growth of antibiotic resistant strains." Co-
author Professor Laura Piddock, of the Institute of 
Microbiology and Infection at the University of 
Birmingham, said: "The link between quinolone and 
triclosan resistance is important as triclosan has 
become ubiquitous in the environment and even human 
tissues in the last 20 years." In the last decade there 
has been an explosion in the marketing of products 
aimed at the home market labelled as 'antimicrobial'. 
There is also largely a lack of evidence for additional 
benefits of these products over traditional cleaning 
and hygiene products (e.g. bleach, soap and water). 
There has, however, been concern raised that the 
active antimicrobial ingredients for some of these pro- 
ducts are accumulating in the environment where they 
are altering ecosystems and potentially promoting 
selection of antibiotic resistant bacteria. Triclosan, in 
particular, has been the cause for some concern which 
has led to a ban across the EU and now USA in its use 
in hygiene products (hand, skin and body washes). 
Many other antimicrobial agents are, however, still 
used in these products. 

Source: Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy, 2017; DOI: 
10.1093/jac/dkx201. 
Contributed by Pharmacology Research Division 
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A Highly Effective 8-Week, Single-Pill Regimen for Chronic Hepatitis C Infection 
 

Recent phase II studies showed the safety and efficacy 
of triple therapy with sofosbuvir (SOF; an NS5B inhi- 
bitor), velpatasvir (VEL; a second-generation NS5A 
inhibitor with a high barrier to resistance), and voxila- 
previr (VOX; a next-generation NS3/4A protease inhi-
bitor) in treatment-naive and treatment-experienced 
patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV) genotypes 1–6 
infection..Now, findings of two industry - funded 
phase III studies are reported.  
In a randomized non-inferiority trial, researchers 
assessed the efficacy of once-daily SOF/VEL/VOX 
for 8 weeks compared with 12 weeks of once-daily 
SOF/VEL in some 950 treatment-naive patients with 
HCV genotype 1–6 infection except those with geno- 
type 3 infection who had cirrhosis. Eight weeks of 
SOF/VEL/VOX was not found to be non-inferior to 
12 weeks of  SOF/VEL in achieving sustained virologic 
response at 12 weeks after treatment ended (SVR12; 

95% and 98%, respectively). Lower response among 
genotype 1a patients (92%) was the primary driver of 
the lower response rate in the SOF/VEL/VOX group. 
In another randomized study of the same two regimens 
in about 200 patients with HCV genotype 3 infection 
and cirrhosis, both groups achieved an SVR12 of 96%, 
which was greater than the comparative performance 
goal of 83%. The most common adverse effects were 
headache, fatigue, diarrhea, and nausea, and discon- 
tinuation rates due to adverse events were ≤1%.  
Based on these phase III trial results, it seems that in 
all HCV-infected patients with or without prior treat- 
ment with direct-acting antivirals, except those with 
genotype 1a, SVR rates >95% can be achieved with 
asingle pill given daily without ribavirin for 8 weeks. 
Source: http://www.jwatch.org/na41519/2017. 
Contributed by Scientific group on Liver and Gastroentero- 
logy Research 

 
Poliovirus Kills off Cancer Cells, Stops Tumor Regrowth 

 
Researchers from Duke University in Durham, NC, 
may have discovered a new way of killing off cancer 
cells. The modified poliovirus appears to enable T cells 
to attack cancer cells.   

The team was jointly led by Dr. Matthias Gromeier, 
a Professor in the Department of Neurosurgery, and 
Prof. Smita Nair, who is an immunologist in the 
Department of Surgery. The new research - which is 
published in the Journal Science Translational 
Medicine - shows how a modified poliovirus enables 
the body to use its own resources to fight off cancer. 
The modified virus bears the name of recombinant 
oncolytic poliovirus (PVS-RIPO). 

PVS-RIPO has been in clinical trials since 2011 and 
preliminary results have offered hope to patients with 
one of the most aggressive forms of brain tumor: 
recurrent glioblastoma. So, the researchers set out to 
investigate more deeply how exactly PVS-RIPO 
works. Explaining the rationale behind their research 
endeavor, Dr. Gromeier says, "Knowing the steps that 
occur to generate an immune response will enable us 
to rationally decide whether and what other therapies 
make sense in combination with poliovirus to improve 
patient survival." Poliovirus attacks tumors, inhibits 
regrowth.  

The researchers examined the behavior of the 
poliovirus in two human cell lines: melanoma and 
triple-negative breast cancer. They observed that the 
poliovirus attaches itself to cancerous cells. These 
cells have an excess of the CD155 protein, which acts 
as a receptor for the poliovirus. Then, the poliovirus 
starts to attack the malignant cells, triggering the 

release of antigens from the tumor. Antigens are toxic 
substances that the body does not recognize, therefore 
setting off an immune attack against them. So, when 
the tumor cells release antigens, this alerts the body's 
immune system to start attacking.  

At the same time, the poliovirus infects the dendritic 
cells and macrophages. Dendritic cells are cells whose 
role is to process antigens  and  "present"  them to 
T cells, which are a type of immune cell. Macro- 
phages are another type of immune cell - namely, 
large white blood cells whose main role is to rid our 
bodies of debris and toxic substances.  

The cell culture results - which there researchers 
then verified in mouse models-showed that once 
PVS-RIPO infects the dendritic cells, these cells 
"tell" T cells to start the immune attack. Once started, 
this process seems to be continuously successful.  

The cancer cells continue to be vulnerable to the 
immune system's attack over a longer period of time, 
which appears to stop the tumor from regrowing. As 
Prof. Nair explains, "Not only is poliovirus killing 
tumor cells, it is also infecting the antigen - presenting 
cells, which allows them to function in such a way 
that they can now raise a T cell response that can 
recognize and infiltrate a tumor."  

These findings provide clear rationales for moving 
forward with clinical trials in breast cancer, prostate 
cancer, and malignant melanoma including novel 
combination treatments.  

Source: https://www.medicalnewstoday.com. 
Contributed by Pathology Research Division 
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(၄၆) ကမ မ က မနမ ငငကန မ ရ ဆငရ သ တသနညလ ခ 
ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န 

 ကန မ ရ ငအ ကစ ဝနက ဌ နမ က မ ကင ပသည (၄၆) ကမ မ က မနမ ငငကန မ ရ ဆငရ  
သ တသနညလ ခက ၂၀၁၈ ခ စ ဇနနဝ ရ လ (၈) ရက မ (၁၂) ရကအထ ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န၊ အမတ(၅)၊ ဇဝကလမ ၊ 
ဒဂမ နယ၊ ရနကနမ တင ကင ပရန စစ ထ ပသည။ ညလ ခတင ကန မ ရ သ တသနစ တမ ဖတပ၊ ကန မ ရ  
သ တသနပစတ ပပ၊ ကန မ ရ ပည ရပဆငရ ဖလယပ င ဟ ပ ပမ ပ ဝငမညဖစပသည။  

                ပညတင ၊ ပညပ NGO အဖ အစည မ ၊ ဆ ဝ ကမဏမ ၊ ဓ တခခန ကရယ ၊ ဓ တပစည တငသင သည 
ကမဏမ င ပညတင ၊ ပညပ ပဂလကဓ တခခန မ ၊ ဆ မ ၊ ဆ ခန မ ကလည  ဆ ပစည ကရယ ပခန မ ၊ 
ပစတ ပခန မ င ပည ရပဆငရ ဟ ပ ပမ တင ပ ဝငဆင ငပ ရန ဖတ ခ ပသည။ ဆ ပစည ကရယ ပခန မ ၊ 
ပစတ ပခန မ အတက Email: publicationdmr@gmail.com သဆကသယ ငပသည။ 

(၄၆) ကမ မ ကမနမ ငငကန မ ရ ဆငရ သ တသနညလ ခကင ပ ရ လပငန က မတ 
ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န 

 

ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နမ ကန မ ရ ဝန ဆ ငမအစအစ  

 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နမ သ တသနပည ရငမ င ကသ ရ ဦ စ ဌ န၊ ဗဟအမ သမ ဆ က မ သ ဖ မ ယပ 
အထ ကဆရ ဝန က မ  ပ ပ င ဆ ငရက သ   “သ အမ ခ င ကငဆ စမ သပ ဖ ထတသည ဆ ခန ” က 
ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နတင  ဖငလစ၍ စမ သပစစ ဆ လသအမ သမ မ ကအဂ န င သ က န  နနက ၁ဝန ရ မ 
၁၂န ရအတင အခမစစ ဆ ပ လကရပ သည။ 
 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န “မ ဆကပ ကန မ ရ အ မ အ ဖ” သ သန တယလဖန လင  (၀၉-၇၃၂၅ဝ၄၉၉) ကဖငလစ 
ထ ပသဖင မညသမဆ  မ ဆကပ ကန မ ရ ငပတသက၍ သလသညမ  မ မန လပက ဖငရကမ တင 
နနက ၁၀ န ရ မ ၃ န ရအတင  မ မန ငပသည။ 
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